SEND A POSTCARD TO SPACE

Club for the Future is asking students from around the world to send us postcards with their dreams of the future and vision for life in space answering the question:

“WHY DO YOU THINK EARTH NEEDS SPACE?”

Once you have your idea, draw or write it on a postcard, and mail it to the Club using the instructions below. The Club will put your postcard on a Blue Origin New Shepard rocket and launch it to space. Upon your postcard’s return from space, it will be stamped “Flown to Space,” then mailed back to you as a special space-flown keepsake.

ADDRESSING YOUR POSTCARD TO SPACE (AND BACK)

1. USE A 4x6” (10x15cm) POSTCARD, NOTECARD OR DOWNLOAD AND PRINT THE TEMPLATE.
2. ON ONE SIDE, DRAW OR WRITE YOUR ANSWER FOR WHY YOU THINK EARTH NEEDS SPACE.
3. ON THE OTHER SIDE, WRITE YOUR RETURN ADDRESS AND ADD A STAMP.
4. PLACE THE POSTCARD IN A STAMPED ENVELOPE ADDRESSED TO CLUB FOR THE FUTURE. IF YOU HAVE MULTIPLE POSTCARDS, PLACE THEM IN A LARGE ENVELOPE OR BOX AND MAIL THEM TO THE CLUB IN BULK.
5. DROP THE ENVELOPE IN THE MAIL. THE CLUB WILL LAUNCH IT TO SPACE ON A BLUE ORIGIN NEW SHEPARD ROCKET AND RETURN IT TO YOU!
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